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Abstract Primates are an important and unique animal
resource. We have developed a nonhuman primate model
of spinal cord injury (SCI) to expand our knowledge of
normal primate motor function, to assess the impact of
disease and injury on sensory and motor function, and to
test candidate therapies before they are applied to human
patients. The lesion model consists of a lateral spinal cord
hemisection at the C7 spinal level with subsequent examination of behavioral, electrophysiological, and anatomical
outcomes. Results to date have revealed significant neuroanatomical and functional differences between rodents and
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primates that impact the development of candidate therapies. Moreover, these findings suggest the importance of
testing some therapeutic approaches in nonhuman primates
prior to the use of invasive approaches in human clinical
trials. Our primate model is intended to: 1) lend greater
positive predictive value to human translatable therapies,
2) develop appropriate methods for human translation, 3)
lead to basic discoveries that might not be identified in
rodent models and are relevant to human translation, and
4) identify new avenues of basic research to “reverse-translate” important questions back to rodent models.
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Introduction
Animal models of disease are critical to improving the
care of humans. Research using animal models increases
our knowledge and understanding of disease mechanisms and evolution of injury, and provides a clinically
relevant platform for developing and evaluating therapies. The eventual goal is to have successful discovery
and preclinical testing of therapies that can be taken to
human clinical trials. The primate model of spinal cord
injury (SCI) described in this review has been developed during the last 10 to 15 years to establish a
reliable means of preclinical assessment of candidate
therapies for restoring locomotor function and skilled
hand use after SCI, and for evaluating delivery methods
and the safety of candidate therapies.
Before testing therapies in a human clinical trial, 1 requirement is demonstration of sufficient supporting preclinical data, usually obtained from animal models, to justify the
effort, risk, and expense associated with human clinical
trials [1]. For example, the Food and Drug Administration
requires safety testing of potential therapeutics in animal
models. Efficacy data from animal studies are not required,
but the data are usually expected to accompany an investigational new drug application. Animal studies are also important for assessing the risk-to-benefit ratio of a proposed
therapy. If the proposed treatment presents little to no risk
(e.g., use of an established and safe medication for another
disease indication), fewer animal studies are required prior
to clinical trials. On the other hand, if the potential risk of a
proposed therapy is higher (e.g., surgical manipulation of
the lesion site and/or surrounding spared tissue in SCI),
evidence of greater potential efficacy is necessary. It is for
the latter studies in particular that a primate model of SCI
can be beneficial [2].
Often there are multiple animal models to study 1
disorder. The most suitable model is selected based on
its unique characteristics and ability to address the scientific questions of interest. There is no consensus
among investigators regarding which of the many animal models of SCI best predicts potential beneficial
outcome in humans [3]. Most commonly, rats or mice
are used, and SCI is produced by transecting all or part
of the spinal cord (e.g., dorsal or lateral hemisection, or
complete transection), or by compressing or contusing
the spinal cord in a controlled fashion (e.g., using a
modified aneurysm clip or weight-drop device). We
perform a lateral hemisection of the spinal cord, both
for the precise control of lesion location and extent, and
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for the humane preservation of function it affords the
experimental animals (see as follows).
An injury can be placed at a specific spinal level to
generate a particular type of functional deficit that is the
target of treatment. Traditionally, most rat studies have
placed SCI contusions at the mid-thoracic vertebral level
to produce bilateral hindlimb paralysis, a symptom seen in
most humans after SCI. However, a recent survey has shown
that the number of cervical vertebral level injuries is increasing [4], and regaining arm and hand function is considered
the top priority for improving quality of life of quadriplegics
[5]. Consequently, we, and others, are now placing unilateral injuries at the cervical level (C5 vertebral level) to better
model human injury. Advantages to using cervical SCI
models are: 1) clinical relevance: most human SCI injuries
occur in the cervical area (53%) [6], thus there is a large
interest in recovery of hand function; 2) anatomy: proximity
of cervical motor nuclei to the lesion means that even short
distance axonal growth could improve forelimb function; 3)
comparative anatomy and behavior: animal forelimb function can be compared to human arm/hand function; and 4)
animal care and ethical considerations: in the rat, a unilateral
cervical contusion injury primarily affects the ipsilateral
forelimb [7] and results in minimal contralateral forelimb
or hindlimb deficits, autonomic dysfunction (including the
bowel and bladder dysfunction), or requirement for food or
fluid support.
Rodent contusion models appear to replicate the mechanism of the majority of human SCIs. However, whether or
not results obtained from studies in these models can be
extrapolated to primates, including humans, depends on the
specific motor task and the similarities in the anatomical and
functional organization of the sensorimotor systems between lower and higher order mammals [2, 8, 9]. A good
understanding of the comparative function of the sensorimotor system is critical to determining these limitations and
understanding the relevance of the information that the
different animal models provide. For example, there are
distinct differences between rodent and primate spinal cord
systems including:
1. Size: Regeneration of an injured axon in the rat for
several millimeters might be sufficient to generate
functional recovery, whereas distances of many centimeters might be required in the primate spinal
cord. The difference in scale between the human
and rodent cord is also a significant issue when
investigating feasibility and effects of surgically
applied therapies
2. Anatomy: There are differences between rodents and
primates in the number, location, and termination
patterns of important axonal systems, such as the
corticospinal tract. These differences may contribute
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to altered responses to injury. For example, activation of stepping-related spinal circuitry may depend
more on supraspinal input in nonhuman primates
than in lower order mammals [10, 11]. In addition,
there are many more direct projections from the
cortex to spinal motor neurons in primates than in
lower order mammals [12–14].
3. Function: Some important axon systems have different
functional roles in primates and rodents. For example,
the corticospinal tract is critical for fine motor control in
humans and nonhuman primates, but less critical in rats
[2, 13, 15]. On the other hand, the rubrospinal tract is
important for forelimb movement in rats, but is vestigial
in humans [16].
4. Inflammatory Responses and Secondary Injury: Although not well-characterized, the intensity and nature
of inflammation and secondary damage may differ in
rodent and primates species due to differences in immune complexity and molecular (e.g., cytokine) recruitment to injury sites [1, 8].

understanding of injury to the primate spinal cord, and
developing practical and validated therapies that could undergo human testing in the future.
In the nonhuman primate model described in this review,
adult male (6-10 years) Rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca
mulatta) were used. The animals were housed individually
in cages in an Association for Assessment and Accreditation
of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC), which is an approved animal facility at the California National Primate
Research Center at UC Davis (CA). A 12-h day/night cycle
was maintained. Water was freely available, and food was
provided according to California National Primate Research
Center guidelines. Enrichment (mirrors, forage boards,
chew toys, and radio) were provided daily. In addition,
animals received puzzle toys and food reinforcements (produce items and treats), and access to a large exercise enclosure
5 times per week. All behavioral testing was conducted in the
same room where the animals were housed.

This article describes a nonhuman primate spinal cord
hemisection model in which we study anatomical questions
related to spared axonal sprouting, translesional regeneration, and recovery of hand and locomotor function. To date,
this nonhuman primate model of SCI has demonstrated
significant differences in neuroanatomy between the rat
and primate [14, 17], and in endogenous responses and
axonal sprouting between the rat and primate [18]. In addition, this model has been instrumental in developing and
testing translational treatment methodologies, including the
observation that treatment methods used in rodents [19–26]
were problematic in primates [27]. We believe that primates
should be used sparingly and only when models in less
developed species are inadequate for addressing important
mechanistic or translational questions; there is a clear and
necessary role for nonhuman primate studies under these
conditions [2, 15].

Our objective was to develop a nonhuman primate model of
SCI that will permit assessment of candidate therapies for
restoring both locomotor function and skilled hand use after
SCI. In primates, many studies have evaluated functional
recovery after spinal cord transection [28–31], mostly using
lesions of specific funiculi to determine the role of ascending [32–35] and descending tracts, especially the corticospinal tract [12, 13, 36–40]. In initial studies we used a low
thoracic (T10) hemisection to study the effect of a unilateral
corticospinal tract lesion on quadrupedal stepping and recovery of fine motor control of the hindlimbs using tasks
that required dexterous foot digit movements [41, 42]. Because the most common site of human SCI is the cervical
spinal cord, and sprouting or regeneration of axons for short
distances beyond a cervical lesion could restore hand function, we continued model development using a C7 (spinal
cord level) lateral hemisection SCI.
To create a complete hemisection at the C7 spinal cord
segment, the dorsal laminae were removed from the C6
vertebra and the caudal half of the C5 vertebra. This exposed the C7 spinal cord segment after which the dura was
opened. A microblade mounted on a stereotaxic carrier was
placed on the dorsal surface of the spinal cord (0.5 mm
contralateral) to the left of midline (i.e, positioned to make
a slight over-hemisection). The blade was lowered through
the cord to the vertebral canal floor, and then moved laterally to transect the right side of the spinal cord. The intradural right-sided hemisection was completed using
microscissors under direct visual guidance of a high resolution intraoperative microscope to ensure total removal of
any white matter in the lateral and ventromedial areas of the
spinal cord.

Model Description
The University of California (UC) Spinal Cord Injury Consortium is a collaborative project among 5 campuses (UC
San Diego, UC Los Angeles, UC Irvine, UC Davis, and UC
San Francisco), which bring together the expertise in the
fields of neuroanatomy, functional assessment, electrophysiology, growth factor gene delivery, rehabilitation after SCI,
and primate care. The goal of this research program was to
examine injury, plasticity, and regeneration in the injured
adult primate spinal cord so that potential therapies could be
translated to humans in a rational and efficient manner. The
work of this consortium focused on enhancing mechanistic
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Animal Care
All surgeries were performed aseptically. Antibiotic therapy
with cefazolin (20 mg/kg, i.m., three times a day) or
cephalexin (30 mg/kg, orally, twice a day) was initiated
preoperatively and continued for at least 7 days postoperatively. Food access was restricted for approximately 8 h
preoperatively. Anesthesia was induced with ketamine HCl
(10 mg/kg, i.m.) and maintained with isoflurane gas (2%) in
100% oxygen. Atropine sulfate (0.4 mg/kg, i.m.) was
administered during induction. Heart rate, blood pressure,
oxygen saturation, end-tidal CO2, body temperature, respiratory rate, respiratory pressure, and tidal volume were
monitored throughout the surgery. Lactated Ringer’s solution (10 ml/kg/h) was administered for the duration of
anesthesia. Analgesia was provided by either oxymorphone (0.15 mg/kg, i.m., three times a day) or buprenorphine (0.01-0.03 mg/kg, i.m., three times a day) and was
continued postoperatively for a minimum of 3 days.
To date, all animals survived the surgical procedures, and
most were released from the hospital within a few days of
surgery. Detailed medical records were maintained while the
animal was in the hospital and throughout the remainder of
the experiment. Animals were returned to their home cages
that were equipped with fleece pads and porous rubber mats
to prevent pressure sores. Monkeys were attended to every 2
to 4 h during the day, and were encouraged with preferred
food items, to sit up, reach, and stand. Skin lesions were
treated, and if necessary limbs were bandaged. Animals that
displayed self-injury may have received gabapentin (1560 mg/kg/day) and/or haloperidol (0.01-0.05 mg/kg/day)
in an effort to prevent further skin damage. In general,
animals recovered the ability to sit and mobilize quickly;
by 4 days post-hemisection, 90% of the animals are able to
sit unassisted, and by 7 days, 65% of the animals were able
to sit more than 50% of the time [43]. Development of
spasticity was monitored by assessing the right hand and
arm using the Modified Ashworth Scale [44] while the
animal was seated in a testing chair prior to initiation of
functional training. In our most recent study, progressive
development of moderate spasticity was observed in approximately 4 of 20 monkeys, evolving for 3 to 6 months
after hemisection.
Outcomes: Function and Electrophysiology
Locomotor and skilled hand function were evaluated when
monkeys were walking on a treadmill, performing hand
tasks in a restraining chair, and spontaneously moving in a
large enclosed, yet open field [43]. Animals were trained,
and baseline data was collected starting at 3 to 5 months
before spinal cord hemisection. Details of these functional
outcome tests have been recently published [43]. Briefly,
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after spinal cord hemisection, monkeys spent approximately
30 minutes 5 times per week in the open field, approximately 20 minutes 2 times per week on the treadmill (speeds of
0.45, 0.89, 1.34, and 1.79 ms−1), and 30 minutes 3 times per
week in the restraining chair. Observational scoring of the
animal’s activity and the ability to complete tasks (such as
climbing, retrieving objects out of cups, and manipulating
large objects) in the open field were scored once per week.
Completion of skilled hand tasks in the restraining chair
(e.g., retrieving small items from a platform, retrieving a
grape from a stick, and pulling a handle) were scored 3
times per week. Kinematics and electrophysiological data
were collected periodically from treadmill training and in
the testing chair (baseline, 6, 9, 12, 16, 20, and 24 weeks
postoperatively), and approximately once per month in the
open field. For electrophysiological studies, bipolar intramuscular electromyography (EMG) electrodes (Konigsberg Instruments Inc., Pasadena, CA) were implanted into selected
muscles for telemetric recording at 1 to 5 months prior to spinal
cord hemisection [41, 42]. For kinematics analyses, reflective
markers were attached bilaterally to the shaved skin overlying
the greater trochanter, the knee joint, the malleolus, the fifth
metatarsal, and the outside tip of the fifth digit, the head of the
humerus, the elbow joint, the distal head of the ulna, the
metacarpophalangeal joint, and the outside tip of the third digit.
SIMI motion capture software (SIMI Reality Motion Systems,
Unterschleissheim, Germany) was used to obtain threedimensional coordinates of the markers synchronized with
EMG output [41, 42, 45].
These functional testing paradigms were developed for
testing treatment efficacy in this primate model of SCI, and
will also be useful for understanding the range of functional
outcomes possible after spinal lesions in higher primates and
humans. We recently showed that the range of recovery
observed after removal of all ascending and descending
fibers on 1 side of the spinal cord is substantially less (i.e.,
there is less variability in post-lesion performance between
subjects) than observed after subtotal hemisection lesions
[43]. Nonetheless, some animals recover substantially after
a complete hemisection. To date, we have studied approximately 45 monkeys on hand and treadmill tasks, and approximately 25 monkeys in the open field. All animals show
gradual improvement in function beginning approximately
2 weeks after hemisection, with the greatest rate of improvement between 3 and 8 weeks post-lesion. Overall, animals
recover to approximately 50% of pre-hemisection baseline
performance after a C7 hemisection. Detailed reports on
recovery of function in this model have been published
(Table 1) [18, 43].
After SCI in most animals, the ipsilesional hindlimb
initially exhibits flaccid paralysis with the limb in extension,
followed by gradual return of hip, knee, and ankle flexion.
Most animals also rapidly recover extensive shoulder and
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Table 1 Recovery of Function with Time in the Open-Field Exercise Enclosure and On Hand Tasks of Rhesus Macaques after C7 Spinal Cord
Hemisection
Week
Post SCI

Home cage

Exercise enclosure

Reaching tasks

Handle Pull

1

Initially recumbent.
By day 4, 90%
of animals sit
unassisted
Most animals sit
up >50% of time.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sitting and scooting; some
animals are able to support
weight and walk.

Animals attempt to perform tasks
with the impaired right arm and
hand. Performance includes
reaching, touching, grasping, and
transferring food to the mouth.

Animals attempt to complete
task. Gradual improvement
occurs from 2-15 weeks
after SCI. Animals perform
best on this task (recover
~70% of pre-lesion function).

General activity level
(sitting up and
moving around cage)
comparable to
pre-injury.

All animals recover the ability
to stand and most (60%)
regain the ability to climb.
Sharpest rise in performance
occurs 3-8 weeks after SCI.

Greatest rise in performance
on reaching tasks. Animals
often use alternative methods
to retrieve food (e.g., use of
hand like a rake rather
than pincer grasp)
Stabilization of performance
on reaching tasks with group
mean performance ~50%
of pre-lesion performance

2-3

4-5

6-15

16-24

Further recovery of limb use
for walking and climbing, and
30% of animals use all 4 limbs,
45% use only 3 limbs, and 25%
use only the 2 intact side
limbs for movements in
the exercise enclosure
Performance of tasks in the
exercise enclosure stabilizes

Performance stabilizes. Few
animals are able to pull the
most heavily loaded springs

N/A 0 not applicable; SCI 0 spinal cord injury

elbow use and develop limb use for weight support and
stepping. When observed in the open field during the first
2 to 8 weeks after hemisection, animals rapidly recover
sitting, standing, and ambulating, and most animals recover
the ability to climb (Fig. 1). However, limb recruitment
patterns vary widely. Ultimately, most animals use either 3
or 4 limbs for over the ground locomotion, whereas a small
proportion of animals continue to use only the 2 unaffected
limbs. Animals that do not regain weight support in the
ipsilateral limbs either: 1) develop complete nonuse of the
limb(s), or 2) suspend the limb(s) during locomotion, but
still use the limb (typically poorly) for object support during
food manipulation (forelimb) or for support during climbing
(hindlimb). Typically, animals that regain good use of their
impaired hand for object manipulation also use that hand for
weight-supported stepping. In the hindlimb, abnormal
placement of digit (D) 5 occurs consistently following
SCI; D5 is placed adjacent to D4 with no spread visible,
or slightly underneath D4, even in animals with good locomotor recovery.
Distal forelimb position and use varies after hemisection.
Some animals regain little use of the wrist and digits, developing either wrist and finger joint extension or flexion

Fig. 1 Recovery of the ability to climb and retrieve food in the open
field. (A) Schematic of a monkey in the open field before spinal cord
injury (SCI) while the animal climbs up a fence and retrieves preferred
food items from a cup that is hanging along the fence. The animal
stabilizes itself along the fence by grasping the fence with its toes and
fingers of 1 forelimb and both hindlimbs while they grasp the food
from the cups with the hand of the second forelimb. (B, C) Schematics
of a monkey in the open field at 6 months after SCI. These schematics
depict an animal that did not regain the ability to use his fingers to
grasp the fence, however, the animal was able to stick his hand through
the fence (B) and flex his carpus/wrist around the fence to stabilize
itself (C). He then retrieved food from the cup with his left (C)
uninjured hand

Primate Model of Spinal Cord Injury

(clubbed hand), whereas a few regain nearly normal mobility and function. Poorly recovered animals have no or limited use of the ipsilesional hand. In animals with more
normal use of the hand, there is more mobility in the wrist
and digits, and they are able to partially extend the digits,
open the hand, and apply a more normal grasp during
manipulation of large objects. Similar to open field recovery, skilled hand task performance in the restraining chair
gradually improves after hemisection, with the sharpest rise
in performance at 4 to 5 weeks. Uninjured animals typically
use a pincer grasp to pick up small food items, but after SCI,
monkeys develop other retrieval strategies, including the use
of the hand as a rake to get food from the platform (trapping
the food between either the fingers or the fingers and the
palm), and grasping food from the stick between the fingers
and the palm with the hand rotated vertically (thumb up) and
then lifting (Fig. 2). Of the skilled hand tasks, performance
on the spring-loaded handle pull task is best [43] and continues to improve for a longer period of time (~15 weeks).
This task requires the least dexterous movement of the hand.
Kinematics and EMG evaluations demonstrate failure to
recruit most forelimb and hindlimb muscles on the affected
side immediately after injury. This is followed by a period in
which forelimb muscles exhibit substantial spontaneous
levels of EMG activity without any hand use [18]. Fine
motor control begins to recover at 4 to 8 weeks after injury,
at which time EMG can (in some animals) show substantial,
well-timed recruitment of forelimb muscles, including motor pools innervating the digit muscles. Coordinated patterns
of muscle recruitment associated with successful food
retrievals increase steadily, and usually reach a plateau
(60% of pre-lesion [18]) 12 to 16 weeks after injury. The
ability to use the right forelimb and hindlimb during locomotion on a treadmill begins to recover at the same time as
fine motor control (4-8 weeks post-lesion). Gait analysis at
the onset of recovery in injured animals shows an inability
to plantar step, limited weight bearing, and dragging the
hind foot during the swing phase (Fig. 3). At 4 to 8 weeks
after injury, there is substantial abnormal co-activation of
extensor and flexor motor pools innervating the distal forelimb muscles, followed by steady improvement of locomotor function. Recovery of the ability to reciprocally recruit
extensor and flexor digit muscles allows injured animals to
regain limited movements in the distal forelimb extremities.
The EMG amplitude and temporal patterns, however, remain significantly different from intact animals. A strong
correlation exists between recovery of locomotion and fine
motor control capacities (as assessed by kinematics and
EMG). In addition, animals that recover extensive forelimb
use during stepping also regain the highest levels of skilled
hand function during food retrieval tasks [43]. Developing
methods to evaluate behavioral recovery is ongoing and
requires expertise and techniques spanning multiple fields,
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including neuroanatomy, electrophysiology, primate behavior
and locomotion, and primate rehabilitation.
Outcomes: Anatomical
Most animals undergo anterograde labeling of the corticospinal tract 6 weeks prior to sacrifice [17, 18, 46]. Animals
are then deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused
with 4% paraformaldehyde. Rostrocaudal lesion location is
determined from the dorsal root entry zones. An 8-mm
block centered on the lesion is removed, cryoprotected in
20% glycerin, frozen, and sectioned horizontally at 30-μm
intervals. Each twelfth section is stained for Nissl and used
for lesion reconstruction. Immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy techniques are used for further careful
anatomical analyses.
Using the surgical technique described herein, nearly all
cases of complete hemisections are accomplished in the C7
segment or at the C7-8 junction (for more details see
Rosenzweig et al. [18] and Nout et al. [43]). Many lesions
encroach slightly on the contralateral side of the spinal cord,
affecting the medial aspect of the dorsal funiculus, ventral
funiculus, and/or gray matter.
Statistical Procedures
Investigators performing the functional testing tasks, data
collection, and analysis are blind to group identities. Datasets from the electrophysiology, kinematics, chair tasks,
open field testing, and anatomy are combined into 1 single
large database. Data are analyzed using univariate and multivariate statistics, including principal component analysis
[18].

Contributions and Implications: Neuroanatomy
and Plasticity
Initial studies performed during development of this model
were aimed at discerning unique characteristics of locomotion in the Rhesus monkey compared to other quadrupedal
mammals [41], and at determining how a low thoracic
corticospinal tract lesion would affect quadrupedal stepping
in the monkey [42]. These studies were performed to create
a primate model of SCI that produced persistent deficits in
locomotion and fine motor control, and in which neural
repair interventions could be tested. These studies provided
baseline data for kinematics and EMG determinants in the
monkey, and showed similarities and differences between
the Rhesus monkey, sub-primate mammal, and human locomotion. After lesions of the thoracic dorsolateral column,
monkeys showed initial loss of function, followed by substantial recovery [42]. Similar to prior reports, these studies
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Fig. 2 Recovery of the “grape-on-the-stick” hand task. The top panel
shows images taken of the hand while the monkey grasps a grape from
a stick, and the panel below shows the corresponding electromyographic (EMG) tracings for 6 forelimb muscles during this task. A
force plate sensor is located underneath the platform that holds the
stick (on which the food is placed), and readings from this sensor are
shown in the bottom 3 graphs. This hand task involves the monkey
reaching out to touch the food (touch), then remove the food from the
stick (removal), followed by bringing the food to the monkey’s mouth
(mouth). Pre-lesion, before spinal cord injury (SCI), the monkey uses a
pincer grasp to grasp the grape from the stick. The item is then
successfully brought to the monkey’s mouth. Triceps, biceps, extensor
digitorum communis (EDC), and flexor pollicis brevis (FPB) are all
activated during this task, as seen by the EMG activity for these
muscles. Pre-injury, retrieval of the food object from the stick occurs
with little to no force applied to the stick/plate. At 6 weeks after SCI,
this monkey regained the ability to touch and remove the food from the
stick, however, not by using a pincer grasp. This monkey placed his
hand around the bottom of the stick and lifted his arm, thereby removing the food item. It was then dropped and was thus not transported to

the monkey’s mouth. From the EMG it can be seen that some muscles
that were active during this task before SCI (triceps, EDC, FPB) are not
or only very slightly activated, whereas others that were not active
before SCI (pronator, flexor digitorum superficialis [FDS]) are being
activated after SCI. In addition, the biceps muscle that is used when
food is brought to the mouth (before SCI) is now activated mainly
when the animal is removing the item from the stick. After SCI, the
animal is not able to retrieve the object in a clean controlled fashion,
and forces (in the 3 measured dimensions) are applied to the stick and/
plate that are recorded by the force plate sensor. At 6 months after SCI,
the animal is able to grasp the food item and bring it to its mouth.
However, the grasping method is different from before SCI, and this is
also reflected by the EMG patterns that display stronger activation of
the pronator and FDS muscles with a more normal pattern seen in the
biceps muscle. However, the triceps muscle, the EDC, and the FPB are
not activated during this task. With time, the animal regains the ability
to control hand movements and perform this task in a clean, controlled
fashion, with little to no forces applied to the stick (i.e., similar to preinjury ability)

showed that the primary motor cortex plays an important
role in controlling locomotion in the monkey, and significantly affects stepping-related spinal circuitries. In addition,
the corticospinal tract arising from the contralateral primary
motor cortex was found to be a main route through which
volitional distal foot movements are controlled, similar to
earlier results in the forelimb [13]. These studies showed
that the corticospinal tract is normally involved in inter-limb

and intra-limb coordination, as well as in activation of
specific muscles required for dexterous foot digit movements. Recovery of the more proximal musculature after
SCI was better than recovery of distal musculature, and
recovery of automated locomotor movements was better
than recovery of tasks requiring fractionated control of distal
digits [42]. These patterns may be attributable to the bilateral projection pattern of brainstem projections to intraspinal

Primate Model of Spinal Cord Injury

Fig. 3 Recovery of locomotion after spinal cord injury. Representative
stick diagram decompositions (30 ms between sticks) of lesion side
hindlimb and forelimb movements during the swing phase while
stepping quadrupedally on the treadmill at 0.45 ms−1 before and at
different time points postinjury. The successive (n010 steps), colorcoded trajectories (blue, swing; red, drag; gray, stance) of the hindlimb
endpoint (metatarsophalangeal [MTP]) and forelimb endpoint (metacarpophalangeal [MCP]) are shown together with the intensity and
direction of the endpoint velocities (arrows) at swing onset. Mean
integrated EMG activity (n010 steps) of selected hindlimb (soleus
[Sol]; tibialis anterior [TA]) and forelimb (triceps [Tri]; biceps [Bic])
muscles is shown at the bottom of the panel for each time point.
Shaded areas indicate the duration of the stance phase and red bars
indicate the duration of paw dragging

locomotor circuitry [47]. Nonetheless, the ability of the
primate central nervous system to rapidly accommodate a
reduction in supraspinal control of locomotion and, to a
lesser degree, of fine motor skills of the foot, emphasizes
the high degree of plasticity of the primate central nervous
system. Because cervical injury is the most common site of
SCI in humans, and mid-cervical lesions create a relatively
short distance along which treated axons must grow to
potentially influence functional outcomes, we now perform lesions at the C7 spinal cord level (corresponding
to the C5-6 vertebral level).
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The first significant observations to arise from our studies
of the primate addressed the anatomy of intact cervical
spinal cord corticospinal projections [14, 17]. We found that
large numbers of corticospinal tract axons branch and then
decussate across the cervical spinal cord midline, resulting
in bilateral terminations. These studies showed that 87% of
corticospinal tract axons descend in the dorsolateral tract of
the spinal cord contralateral to the hemisphere of origin,
whereas 11% of axons descend in the dorsolateral fasciculus
ipsilateral to the hemisphere of origin. Surprisingly, almost
twice as many axons decussate across the cervical spinal
cord midline, as those that descend in the dorsolateral funiculus of the spinal cord, suggesting that each corticospinal
tract axon extends multiple segmental collaterals. Furthermore, reconstruction of individual corticospinal axons
showed an unprecedented degree of bilaterality of terminal
arbors [17]. In contrast, in rats, 96 to 98% of corticospinal
tract projections decussate in the medullary pyramids, and
axonal decussation across the spinal cord midline is uncommon (Fig. 4) [48]. These findings have significant implications for promoting neural plasticity after injury because the
bilateral nature of the primate corticospinal tract and the
presence of spinally decussating corticospinal tract pathways could be a potential target for therapeutic intervention
after incomplete SCI. Indeed, the nearly uniform spontaneous improvement in function after incomplete human SCI
likely arises, at least in part, from the plasticity of these
midline-decussating corticospinal tract axons.
Then we began to study animals with C7 hemisection
lesions. Following C7 hemisections, primates demonstrated
a substantial degree of spontaneous plasticity of corticospinal tract axons that restored axon density in the gray
matter below the lesion to 60% of normal levels [18],
despite the removal of approximately90% of the projecting
axons. In addition, the degree of spontaneous plasticity was
correlated with substantial improvements in both skilled
hand and locomotor function using kinematics and EMG

Fig. 4 Midline crossing corticospinal axons. Corticospinal axons labeled with biotinylated dextran amine, crossing spinal cord midline in
Rhesus macaque (left) and rat (right). Note the large number of midline
crossing corticospinal tract axons in the primate spinal cord, and the
rarity of such axons in the rat. cc 0 central canal. Scale bars: 50 μm
(primate), 25 μ (rat)
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parameters defined previously for these tasks in uninjured
animals [41, 45]. These findings not only identified extensive natural recovery after nervous system injury in the
primate, but they also highlighted the importance of this
primate model for translational disease research because
these findings differ from observations in rodents. In rat
models of SCI (dorsal column lesions and hemisections)
only 3 to 5% of pre-injury axon density is reconstituted after
cervical hemisection [49, 50], which is far less than the 60%
observed in the primate. Because corticospinal axons extensively decussate across the spinal cord midline in primates
[14, 17], the primate retains a larger pool of supraspinal
influence below a lateral hemisection than rodents. This
extensive spontaneous increase in corticospinal axon density may in fact be the mechanism that accounts for the
marked improvement in function seen in humans after incomplete SCI. Similar to the approximately 50% recovery
of hand function observed in this nonhuman primate model
of SCI, humans recover locomotor function and partial hand
function after Brown-Sequard lesions [51]. In contrast, rats
do not recover the ability to grasp food after a SCI hemisection [52]. Although our research is focused on the involvement of the corticospinal system in recovery of function,
evaluation of other systems and tracts involved in motor
function, such as the propriospinal system, will be pursued
in future studies.
In addition to studying the uninjured primate central
nervous system and spontaneous responses to injury, we
have used this nonhuman primate model of SCI to study
responses to promising regenerative therapeutic interventions derived from rodent models of SCI, including cellular
transplantation strategies [23, 26] and growth factor gene
delivery [24, 25]. After transplantation of genetically modified fibroblasts that secrete brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and neutrotrophin-3 (NT-3) into the lesion site,
plus local spinal cord injections of lentivirus encoding
BDNF or NT-3, we found long distance effects of growth
factors in the primate central nervous system [46]. Specifically, growth factors applied at the lesion site prevented
axotomy-induced atrophy of corticospinal cell bodies in
the motor cortex, approximately 10-cm distant. Moreover,
growth factors expressed by cell grafts placed in the lesion
site recruited the growth of several axonal populations into
the lesion site, however, such growth did not include corticospinal systems, [46]. These experiments are continuing.

Contributions and Implications: Method Development
for Therapeutic Delivery
In a more recent study in which candidate therapies were
injected directly into the spinal cord after a complete lateral
hemisection, we discovered an unexpected and dramatic
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loss of spinal cord neurons near injection sites of all substances except for saline [27]. This neuronal loss was not
accompanied by spinal cord cavitation or obvious parenchymal injury at the injection site. In addition, animals that
received injections had more severe motor deficits than
noninjected (lesion-only) controls. Principal component
analysis revealed a strong relationship between the degree
of neuronal loss and impairment of forelimb function. It is
important to recognize that injections of these same substances, using identical methods, did not cause detectable
neuronal loss in rodents. Although injections of small volumes of drugs and solutes can be made into the central
nervous system without obvious tissue damage, therapeutic spinal cord injections may carry additional challenges
[53–55]. Often there is pre-existing tissue damage, delivery
volumes may be large, and cell or solute concentrations are
high. In addition, delivery rates may be high to complete these
treatments within the realistic time parameters of a human
operative procedure. Injection injury likely occurs through
mechanisms similar to traumatic injury, such as compression,
laceration, excitotoxicity, apoptosis, and ischemia. Also,
pressure-based injections of larger volumes may lead to damage through elevated intraparenchymal pressures that consequently result in hydrodynamic tissue dissection and possible
ischemia [53]. The finding that injections into the primate
spinal cord cause cell loss that is not observed in rodent
models highlights the need for preclinical testing of therapies
in primates [53, 55]. It is better to discover negative side
effects from therapies or techniques in an animal model rather
than having human clinical trials fail for unknown reasons.
Postmortem examinations are often unavailable in humans or
not available for long periods of time. We are currently investigating mechanisms underlying the unexpected loss of motor
neurons in these primate experiments to facilitate the design
and implementation of methods for safe therapeutic delivery
in future studies.
Recovery from SCI is largely dependent on the amount of
spared tissue at the level of the lesion center. Therefore, it is
critical that preserved axons and neurons should not undergo further damage by procedures that are aimed at repair.
Further research is required in the field of central nervous
system drug delivery methods. For example, it may be
possible to prevent the “pistoning effect” (spinal cord cavity
formation secondary to combined rostral-caudal and ventraldorsal motion when a needle is fixed in place) with either
percutaneous endoscopy and placement of a needle into the
spinal cord without it being held fixed in place [53], or with
a needle that sits on the cord surface and moves with the
cord [56]. Although local injection techniques have the
advantage of precise delivery of injectate to the target, less
invasive techniques, such as use of intrathecal injections or
scaffolds, could be considered for treatment delivery. Scaffolds not only provide guidance and orientation of axons
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after injury [57, 58], but extended release scaffolds also can
be loaded with substances [59] and should be considered as
a less invasive method for intraparenchymal drug delivery.

Contributions and Implications: Safety Assessment
Assessing safety of experimental therapeutics is very important. During the course of our studies, we examine animals
for adverse effects, including systemic illness, weight loss,
depression, anorexia, vomiting, and diarrhea. In addition,
we routinely assess signs of abnormal behavior, including
aggression, tremor, spasticity, or self-injury. Finally, all animals undergo complete necropsy and central nervous system histopathology to identify any organ abnormalities or
neoplasia. So far, the most dramatic adverse effect we have
identified is motor neuron loss associated with spinal cord
injections [27], as previously discussed. We have identified
the development of spasticity in some animals [43] and are
developing physiotherapeutic exercises to prevent animals
from developing joint rigidity and nonuse. In addition, we
are currently exploring methods to assess pain in our model.
Because humans with SCI often report allodynia or
chronic neuropathic or central pain, we have been careful
to assess animals for signs of distress or discomfort. Although monkeys in our studies have not exhibited overt
signs of chronic pain (e.g., reduced appetite, inactivity, or
vocalizations), we have seen signs consistent with altered
sensation. In humans, dysesthesias are commonly found in
body parts in which there is reduced or no sensory response
to peripheral somatic stimulation (e.g., in hypoesthesia,
hypoalgesia, anesthesia, analgesia). Earlier studies in
monkeys have shown that monkeys can appear to develop
hyperesthesia at the border of the sensory level after chronic
spinal cord transections [60], and occasional abnormal,
compulsive, self-directed behaviors have been reported after
thoracic spinal cord lesions [61, 62]. The studies of other
investigators report that animals displayed compulsive rubbing, depilation, and biting of areas within the hypoalgesic
dermatomes after mid-thoracic anterolateral cordotomy or
hemisection. Similar signs in rodent SCI have sometimes
been reported, and it is not clear whether these behaviors are
directed at a site of discomfort or at a body part that is
insensate, and therefore may be identified as foreign by
the animal [63]. Note that these clinical signs occur on the
side of the animal that does not display motor deficits. Levitt
[64] concluded that the “deafferentation syndrome” was
released by interrupting spinothalamic tracts, and that the
incidence was genetically variable (incidence of 31% in a
multispecies group to 95% in a group of 19 stump-tailed
macaques), and that some of the variability might be related
to variability in the location of the spinothalamic tracts
(sometimes in the posterolateral funiculus and sometimes
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in the ipsilateral anterolateral funiculus) [61, 64]. In those
earlier studies, monkeys that had sensorimotor deficits did
not display disruptions of activity level, feeding, grooming
(normal dermatomes), libido, vocalization, or social behavior.
It is not known what level of altered sensation or discomfort is
associated with these dysesthesias and how they might compare to the pain syndromes sometimes occurring after SCI in
humans.
In our C7 hemisection model, most animals engage in
chronic scratching and picking along the dorsal aspect of the
neck, and scratching or picking of the contralateral (left)
hindlimb resulting in superficial abrasions on the affected
limb (~80%). Similar to the studies previously described,
however, we do not see evidence of clinical pain associated
with these behaviors. A few subjects (4 of 71) have required
early euthanasia due to self-injurious behavior to the contralateral limb that was not readily stopped with gabapentin
and neuroleptic treatment. Behavioral testing is complex in
animals that are bandaged or are treated with drugs that alter
cognitive performance. The effect of these therapeutic
agents on recovery of function has yet to be determined.
Because changes in sensory function are important to
take into consideration when exploring novel treatment
interventions, we are in the process of expanding our sensory assessment techniques. We are adding sensory testing
for mechanical allodynia and cold hyperalgesia using von
Frey filaments and a cold probe in dermatomes above, at,
and below the lesion. In addition, we are investigating the
use of telemetric monitoring of blood pressure and heart rate
with implantable pressure transducers as an autonomic measure and to detect distress, which can produce changes in
heart rate and blood pressure [65]. Because our program is
aimed at translational research, it is important to assess
sensation in a manner that is relevant to humans. For example, humans are able to rate ongoing pain from applied
stimuli. Although stimulus response functions for escape
from nociceptive stimuli can provide some comparable information from laboratory animals [66], assessment of
“pain” requires reporting of the affective state associated
with the altered sensation, and this has not been easy to
accomplish in animals, including nonhuman primates. Recently, paradigms for assessing the aversive qualities of
ongoing “painful” sensation have been reported for rodents
[67], and these may be adapted to nonhuman primates after
C7 hemisection to monitor the effects of therapies on recovery. Such an approach also could be used to evaluate whether
current pharmacological strategies aimed at alleviating discomfort after SCI in nonhuman primates (e.g., the administration of gabapentin in response to skin lesions contralateral to
the lesion) are actually affecting aversive sensation, yielding
information that might be translated to the clinical arena. Our
goal is to devise methods to measure the presence and intensity of sensory changes in our SCI model that might be
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affected by therapeutic interventions. Any therapy that aims to
unleash axonal growth to achieve a beneficial functional outcome has an accompanying risk of increasing nociceptive
axon growth that would exacerbate pain. Accordingly, pain
assessment is very important.

Conclusions
Primate studies should be undertaken judiciously. Some
therapies for SCI are likely to require interventions with
moderate to high risk, including cellular transplantation
and surgical manipulations that may be quite different in
rodents and larger nonhuman primates. Furthermore, recovery of hand and digit function is especially important after
cervical SCI in humans, and although similarities in rodent
and primate recovery are seen, it is quite clear there are
significant differences, especially with respect to the corticospinal tract [18]. Our primate model is intended to: 1) lend
greater positive predictive value to human translatable therapies; 2) allow appropriate methods to be developed for
human translation, improving the potential for successful
human trials; 3) lead to basic discoveries that might not be
identified in rodent models and are relevant to human translation; and 4) identify new avenues of basic research to
“reverse-translate” important questions back to rodent models.
We have demonstrated significant differences between
rodents and primates in both intact neuroanatomy and neuroanatomical responses to SCI. In addition, we have shown the
importance of testing therapeutic techniques in nonhuman
primates prior to using aggressive surgical techniques in
human clinical trials [27].
Now we have a nonhuman primate model of SCI in
which detailed functional and anatomical outcomes can
be measured to investigate the effects of regenerative
therapeutic treatment strategies. Studies with this model
can be considered “nonhuman primate clinical trials” as
they present an opportunity to discover, with the added
benefit of postmortem examinations, adverse effects or negative findings in a model closer to humans than the rodent
model.
We are continuing to develop this model to ensure that it
is used to its fullest extent and to enhance its clinical
relevance. For example, the recent addition of the openfield behavioral scoring has allowed evaluation of spontaneous and naturalistic behaviors. Ongoing studies are focused on developing a partial contusion injury. In addition,
studies are underway to include assessment of sensation and
autonomic function in this model. Finally, the interaction of
rehabilitation paradigms with therapeutics to enhance axonal growth is a topic of substantial potential importance, and
is being actively investigated. We note that the present
model, a C7 hemisection, is similar in nature to a human
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Brown-Sequard injury that accounts for only 3% of all
clinical cases of SCI [68]. Thus, although this model is
useful in assessing therapies that target new axonal growth
(sprouting or regeneration), it is currently less relevant than
contusive rodent models for assessing neuroprotective strategies to improve outcomes after SCI. Finally, the purchase,
housing and detailed training of monkeys are more costly
than rodent studies by a factor of perhaps 5 to 10-fold. Thus,
the potential benefits and limitations of the model must be
judiciously considered using the primate resource to advance SCI research. Ultimately, the success of the multidimensional effort of this consortium will be judged by its
impact on the development of therapies for humans.
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